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FOREWORD

 INCE the beginning of this century, research in the architecture of other countries has
produced with increasing frequency the source material available to modern architects and their
fellows in the allied arts. If there is truth in the opinion that the development of our architecture will
continue to depend partly upon a thorough knowledge of the building of former times, then there may
be sufficient reason for presenting books of the nature of this one, in which the authors profess
nothing more than to show graphically a few houses of lesser importance built in Mexico during the
days of the vice-roys.

Of the tremendous amount of building done in that country between the time of the conquest and the
close of the Eighteenth Century, the first place in relative importance must undoubtedly be given to
the principal churches, the magnificent old convents, and to the State and private palaces; the most
interesting examples of which have already been presented in the works of various authors. Among
these, Sylvester Baxter's "Spanish Colonial Architecture in Mexico," published unfortunately in an
edition so limited as to be now almost unavailable, is perhaps still the most authoritative. A few weeks
of wandering through Mexico in 1925 were sufficient to prove that much interesting and occasionally
valuable material of the minor and domestic sort existed, which neither space nor propriety had
permitted including among more significant examples in the works of former authors. In planning a
visit to Mexico which included ten months in 1928 and 1929, the authors intended deliberately to
disregard all buildings of the more monumental and pretentious type, and although it was, of course,
impossible not to pause frequently to admire the magnificence of the Churiguresque and the
commanding beauty of what Dr. Atl aptly calls the Ultra-Baroque, it was only in this way that time
would permit the accumulation of sufficient examples of the other type. Some weeks spent in visiting
various sections of the country seemed to show that it might be more sensible to limit the work not
only to one class of building but to select only those places most attractive and representative, and,
though they be limited to include only a few districts, try to present them with a fair amount of
thoroughness.

The opening of the Sixteenth Century saw the land which is now Mexico being added to Spain's
already vast Colonial Empire. Successful and prosperous, with her people united and her territory
greatly extended, the Mother Country represented at this time what was perhaps the most dominant
civilization in Europe. After a brief period of conquest which followed the landing of Hernando Cortez
in 1529, her colonists began arriving in New Spain. The culture, the faith, and the customs which these
people brought with them were to be, at least in their outward and visible indications, the civilization
of the new country.

For centuries before this time, there had existed in Mexico native races not only numerous but highly
developed and skillful in the art of building, and in the years that followed, these furnished the
craftsman and continued to influence the direction of their country's architecture. In many branches of
the arts and sciences these people were the equal, if not, indeed, the superior, of the Europeans. The



leaders of their enlightened civilization lived in palaces as luxurious and built on a scale as grand as
were those of the European rulers. Although it is not necessary to repeat here the numerous talents and
capacities of these people, it is to be noted that they were able to furnish the armies of trained and
gifted artisans without whom the enormous amount of building done during the Vice-regal Period
could not have been produced.

The violence and dissention of almost continuous revolution which Mexico has suffered since the
early Nineteenth Century make it increasingly difficult to realize the wealth and power which were
her's during the preceding three centuries of comparative tranquillity. A relatively small group, almost
all of whom were either Spanish or of Spanish descent, held title to the lands and controlled the
country's almost unlimited resources. The royal fifth from her fabulous mines filled the coffers of the
Spanish Exchequer. Those who came to make their fortunes in Mexico were often from the most
illustrious, even the most noble families of Spain. A native population held in submission by the force
of Spanish arms permitted the development of a caste system, furnished the labor to make possible
vast enterprises, and made Mexico in the Eighteenth Century one of the richest countries in the world.
The amount of skilled and competent labor to be had at small expense and the abundance of good
building material, easy of access, created a volume of permanent building which few countries had
equalled. Her great wealth made her a patron of the arts, in which she not only excelled herself, but for
her churches and private collections, bought abroad the best works of the masters of other countries.
Indeed she is said to have possessed in the Eighteenth Century more gems of the European schools
than any other country.

The situation affords a striking contrast with that which existed in our own early colonies, where
newcomers often recruited from among the poor, the persecuted, and even the criminal classes
struggled for their very existence. Ninety-nine years before the Dutch bought the Island of Manhattan,
the present City of Mexico was being rebuilt by the conquerors; a century before the Pilgrim Fathers
landed at Plymouth Rock, a school of fine arts taught painting there, and books, music, and wood
engravings were being printed on Spanish presses.

In style and character the great buildings of Mexico are a reflection of those of their period in Spain:
were built while the province was an important though isolated unit of Spain's empire. Nevertheless,
we may, with sufficient reason, refer to the architecture of Mexico as her own. The more important
examples of the architecture of most countries are distinguished by a certain similarity: an air of
internationalism due, possibly, to the foreign study and travel which it has been the custom to accord
to students of the arts, or to the closer contacts which have always existed between the leaders of each
country and those of their neighbors. Ever since Greek artists helped build a grander Rome, there have
been numerous examples of building done in one country by the architects of another. Peter Charles
Lenfant, who was a French-man, drew plans for our own National Capital. Much of our colonial
architecture was done while this country was British territory; but the buildings of that time we refer
to not as English, but as American Colonial architecture.

Although, in a large sense, the old houses of Mexico are similar to those of Spain, natural forces were
sufficient to distinguish them from those of the Mother Country. In the buildings of lesser importance,
the effect of these influences becomes more noticeable, while the distinguishing features of the
borrowed style become less apparent. A necessary adjustment to the wide range of climatic conditions
and to the social customs of the new country, the use of local material for building and the
employment of native craftsmen, the concessions resulting from a fusion of the Spanish with the



Indian Races and their knowledge of Oriental art (gained by an active trade with China which they
conducted through the Pacific Port of Acapulco); all these were natural forces which left their stamp
even more definitely upon the country's minor and domestic buildings than upon those for the design
of which Spanish architects were more directly responsible.

Of the houses in this book, very few are the work of architects. They were done usually by the most
expert masons of the town, whose inspiration was drawn indirectly from the more important
monuments of the same place. In plan they were adapted sensibly to the requirements of the owner
and to the terrain. The character of their ornament depended on the skill of workers, influenced by a
background of what, for lack of a better term, we may call the Aztec tradition. These people, who
seldom left the place where they were born and whose ancestors came from races differing greatly in
temperament and characteristics, were in part responsible for the individual nature of the work of
various sections. It is perhaps true to say that in any country it is the architecture of secondary
importance which best reflects the life and the people of the time.

"So extensive was the architectural activity in Mexico throughout the historic periods of the Spanish-
Colonial occupation, so prolific in results, so general, and—for this continent—so unexampled in its
lavish employment of the decorative arts, that it might be easy for a student of its phases to subject
himself to the charge of over-enthusiasm, of an overestimate of its qualities. These qualities reside
largely in strongly impressive effects,—such as a monumental domination of environment, a union
with, and accentuation of, the fascinating elements of landscape and climate, inexhaustibly
picturesque and enchantingly spectacular. Classic in fundamental derivation, and possessing marked
Oriental attributes, this architecture is freely romantic in its development—often most waywardly so."

Perhaps the most distinguishing feature of the Mexican house is the patio—or interior court—around
one or more of which they are generally planned. It is here that the builders have best displayed their
ingenuity and their enthusiastic appreciation of the value of form and color in decoration. Screened
from public view by high walls, the patio becomes not only the center of family life, but the
architectural key around which the house is built. From the street, one passes through a covered entry
way to the principal patio, onto which important rooms open directly. Across one or more sides are
open corridors, frequently arcaded. Almost invariably there is a fountain either in the center or against
a wall, and the place is gay with flowers and trees and bright-colored birds in cages.

In the higher altitudes, patios are more restricted in size and arranged with masonry walls entirely
enclosing them. Paved with brick or stone, they capture the warmth of the sun during the day so that
the house will be warm and livable during the night. In the tropical and sub-tropical tierra-caliente,
they become in general more spacious, often open on one side into a garden or orchard, or are
themselves planned and planted so that they become miniature gardens.

The inherent love of flowers has led to the adoption and development of all manner of accessories and
details for the arrangement, growth, and protection of plants. Along the tops of walls and balustrades,
in the entry ways and around the fountains, are rows of gay mecetas, flower-pots usually of burned
clay in an infinite variety of shapes and sizes, each with its separate potted plant. Often to gain
additional space for the mecetas, they build against the patio walls and in the corners shelves of
masonry, sometimes single and sometimes in tiers receding at various levels. These they call polios.
The patios are shaded sometimes by a fig tree, a bitter-orange, or by other decorative trees of
moderate size, around the base of which they build circular boxes of masonry called arreatas, which
are for the practical purpose of protecting them from insects, although often they are made in



interesting shapes and decorated to be features of the patio. Over one wall the magenta blossoms of a
bougianvilla may lend a note of vivid color.

Except on the farms and haciendas and on the outskirts of the cities, isolated houses are uncommon.
The streets of urban districts present a line of one or two story facades usually severe and plain except
for occasional spots of concentrated ornament. The windows of the first floor are protected by a grille
of wood or iron, while those above the street most frequently have balconies, although they, too, are
sometimes grilled. It is interesting to observe that both grilles and balcony balustrades on important
houses are always of wrought iron, wood being used only on the poorer houses. The balconies are of
sufficient width for comfort and their railings are of the proper height to support a person's elbows
while leaning. The most dominant and ornamented feature of the facade is the entrance doorway,
which, with the entry-way, is called the zaguan and serves as both carriage and pedestrian entrance. A
secondary feature is the porton, a grilled gate sometimes of iron, but more often of wood, which
separates the patio from the entry-way. It somewhat screens the patio and gives a measure of
protection while the great doors of the zaguan stand open during the day—at the same time passers-by
are afforded a brief but often fascinating glimpse of a sunlit patio beyond. Another feature at the
entrance which typifies in a sense the hospitality of the land is the masonry bench at the entrance. This
is placed in the entry-way, or in country places, against the wall outside.

In lower latitudes where rainfall is heaviest the houses have pitched tile roofs, the degree of pitch
being determined more or less by the amount of rainfall. In the higher and drier sections of the
country flat roofs have developed. Often these are insulated with a foot or more of earth supported on
the bricks which span the ceiling beams beneath and paved above the earth with bricks again.

A commendable and ingenious use of material is found throughout the country. In fact, the frankly
organic character of the structural work which is allowed to express its functions with all freedom is
perhaps the highest merit of the country's architecture. Stone is commonly and extensively used for
structural walls and throughout the complete list of architectural details. In places suffering from
earth-quakes, walls of cut stone were laid up in almost square sizes. Fine walls were made by laying
the stone up at random on a very deep bed of mortar into which small bits of stone were pushed to
protect against weathering. Walls of mixed masonry are common, and when used are plastered over.
Sometimes houses using cut stone trim around doors and windows and for columns and arches have
their walls of adobe or of mixed masonry and brick. Carved stone usually shows marked native
characteristics due to the fact that the craftsmen had an individual decorative inheritance from the
Aztec builders. It is to be noted that the materials used are those which give permanence to building.

Bricks vary in appearance and usage. When used to form walls, columns, arches, balustrades, and
mouldings, they are usually plaster covered and the plaster itself may be modeled to give the final
form and finish. By themselves, bricks were used for floors and for ceilings where they span between
the wooden beams. Molded in unusual shapes, they are used to form graceful citarillas which rail the
open corridors and enclose the gardens. Very fine effects are often obtained by a combination of
bricks with glazed tiles, used either as a veneer for wall surfaces, solid balustrades and benches, or for
floors. Laid above a fill of earth and clay, bricks form the protective covering of flat roofs.

Adobe, which is Mexico's most common and inexpensive building material, is a mixture of mud and
straw formed in blocks about four by twelve by twenty-four inches in size and baked in the sun. It is
used for building the casas popular or small ranch houses and for the poorer houses of the towns, is



inexpensive, easily handled and a marvelous insulator against changes in temperature. When used for
walls, it is customary to set them on stone foundations; and when protected with a coating of plaster
and copings of paving tile they will stand for centuries.

Plaster, which was used freely on both exterior and interior walls, was made quite hard and weather
resisting. In addition to being used as a protective covering, its use has been common for modeled
ornament. The 18th Century produced many beautiful walls, friezes, and occasional ceilings of
modeled plaster.

What the interiors of the old houses were like in past centuries it is difficult to determine. As they are
now, the general impression is one of barrenness—perhaps they would always have seemed so to
visitors from the North. Ceilings were almost universally of wood beams, spanned by large paving
bricks. Both beams and bricks were always exposed and often decorated with painted designs in
various colors. The beams were carried on a plain molded wood sill, above a painted or frescoed
frieze. In certain sections, wooden boards were used instead of bricks above the beams. Occasionally
the entry way and corridors had vaulted ceilings. Sometimes rooms had a dado of glazed tiles but
more often it was simply a flat painted band, as were the trims around the openings. Above the deep
splayed doors and windows the conchas, as they were called—for their shape was roughly that of the
inside of a shell, often became the most elaborate features of the rooms, being treated in innumerable
ways in modeled plaster.

Glazed tile in an infinite variety of colors and applications forms the distinguishing feature of the
buildings in certain districts. When used by itself, it presents its most interesting and colorful effects.
In this manner it is used for floors, wainscots, and niches for lavabos, which are wash basins, as well
as for ceilings and the balus-trades of stairways. Probably the most distinctive tiles are the blue and
white azulejos of Puebla, for which that city has been famous since the early 17th Century; but from
other districts come tiles of various rich and harmonious colors equally as beautiful.

The use of wood, which was seldom found in great quantities, was confined largely to structural
beams and columns, doors and solid paneled windows, turned grilles and balustrades. Very
infrequently, it was used for the trim of doors and windows, for plank floors, and wooden ceilings. The
authors found houses entirely constructed of wood only in one district.

In the use of iron and bronze the old craftsmen were particularly adept, some towns and villages being
veritable museums of fine lock-shields, door pulls, hinges, and other hardware. Wrought iron grilles
and balconies of excellent workmanship are found in abundance. It was customary for the larger and
more important houses to have their grilles of iron, while the use of wood for these features was
limited to houses of lesser importance.

A feature in all parts of Mexico is the unrestrained use of color with which effects are more often
gained by the free use of water paint than by the natural color of the materials. Exteriors are painted
usually once a year and it is the accumulation of various shades and colors from several seasons which
make the wall surfaces look so rich and pleasing. Often houses are free of all ornament and moldings,
the relief and effect being obtained by the use of broad painted bands which trim the door and window
openings or do duty as a cornice to finish off the tops of wall areas. The body of the wall is painted
another shade as are the dados, which are usually much darker.

The brick paved floors of rooms and corridors are stained weekly with cochineal. An important item



about the use of color is that it was almost always in soft grayed shades and applied in flat tones, the
variation in color coming through the natural effects of weathering. Very seldom was color used in a
pure or raw state, and for this reason the houses of towns which are highly colorful are neither gaudy
nor ostentatious.

In these brief notes we have not attempted to describe completely the many interesting features which
distinguish the houses of Mexico, but rather to sum up in a general way a few of the common
characteristics more clearly shown in the photographs and drawings which rollow.

G. RICHARD GARRISON

GEORGE W. RUSTAY



PREFACE TO THE NEW EDITION
by DAVID GEBHARD

FOR well over a century the architecture, landscape architecture, and art of Mexico have held a
fascination for those of us living in the United States. The duration and intensity of this interest is
reflected in a striking succession of borrowing which has taken place for close to one hundred years.
The first of these, which came about in the years 1900 through the 1920s, looked to the churches and
public buildings of Mexico. The high point of this inspirational borrowing was the 1915 Panama
California International Exposition in San Diego, designed by Bertram G. Goodhue and his associates.

Concurrent with this interest in Spanish Colonial architecture was the romantic attraction of the
region's Pre-Columbian art and architecture. The potential of this native American art and architecture
as a potent source for contemporary design entered the scene in the 1890s, resulting in a fascinating
chapter in American architecture, peopled by such diverse personages as Frank Lloyd Wright, Alfred
C. Bossom, and Robert Stacy-Judd.

Yet another arena of interchange was in city planning. It was the architectural critic, Montgomery
Schuyler, who suggested in 1912, that the advocates of the City Beautiful movement in this country
could learn much from the centuries of Mexican experiences in city planning. "Everywhere," he wrote,
"you find in the Spanish settlements the civic centre or central plaza, everywhere the 'Alameda,' or
public garden and place of recreation. All of this ought to instruct while it shames us".(1)

Contemporaneous with these affairs, and continuing on into the early 1930s, was the allure of the
Mexican house, its patio and garden. Then, following in the thirties, was the deep and lasting impact
of the great Mexican muralists, which served as an inspiration for so much of the W.P.A. mural art of
these years. Finally, there was the Post World War II affair of Mexican Modernist architecture, which
so pointedly encouraged American architects to abstract, enrich and romanticize the International
Style.

American architects had their first introduction into the Spanish Colonial architecture of Mexico via
two long series of articles published in the American Architect in the 1880s and early 1890s. The first
of these was by the Boston savant, Sylvester Baxter, who since the early 1880s had spent a number of
years living and traveling throughout Mexico.(2) In his series of sixteen articles under the title, "Strolls
About Mexico", published between 1883 and 1892, he provided vivid descriptions of churches,
gardens and houses, often accompanied by delightful small sketches.(3)

During the years that the Baxter articles were appearing, a similar series on Mexico was run in the
same magazine, authored by Arthur Howard Noll.(4) Like Baxter, Noll captured the spirit of this
architecture in his text and accompanying drawings, helping in part to set the stage for such later
North American transplants as the San Diego Exposition. Noll's 1888 portrait of the Spanish Colonial
architecture of the city of Jalapa could just as well have been transplanted to 1915 and used as the
description of the buildings and gardens of the San Diego Exposition: "In the town itself the spotless
white of the buildings is relieved by the brilliant green of the graceful tropical foliage. Over each
white wall hangs a banana leaf. From each enclosed tower, a coconut palm. The buildings present an



almost endless variety of form. Every picturesque feature of architecture is to be found; buttresses,
flying buttresses, oriels, arches, towers, turrets, pinnacles, domes,—all in artistic confusion."(5)

From the early nineteen-hundreds on there was a steady flow of articles and books devoted to the
architecture of Mexico, as well as a number of popular guidebooks.(6) Of these the most luxurious by
far was Sylvester Baxter's 1901 Spanish Colonial Architecture in Mexico, with drawings provided by
Bertram G. Goodhue, and photographs by Henry Greenwood Peabody.(7) Baxter's beautifully printed
production, (ala William Morris and the Kelmscott Press), consisted of a text volume, accompanied
by nine volumes of boxed, mounted prints. It was expensive when published, was limited to five
hundred copies, and was therefore not available to a very wide audience of architects and others.
None-the-less, it remained as the most often cited source book for illustrations and drawings of the
principle monuments of Mexican architecture, dating from the 16th through the 18th century.

Though Baxter's friend and colleague, Bertram G. Goodhue, realized many fragments of his even
earlier 1892 Mexican Memories in his buildings for the San Diego Exposition, he accompanied these
with equally intense memories brought back from his travels in Spain, Italy and far off Iran (Persia).(8)

As the Mediterranean and Spanish Colonial revival developed in the later teens and on into the 1920s,
there was a tendency upon the part of architects and their clients to turn increasingly to Spain and
Italy, rather than Mexico, for inspiration. The reasons for this were complex, but in part it had to do
with the desire to travel in Europe rather than in neighboring Mexico, and also to the general lack of
available articles and books on Mexican architecture, especially those presenting domestic
architecture.(9)

As the Spanish Colonial revival shifted ground in the mid-twenties, from the romantic towered and
turreted miniaturized castle, to the image of the rural ranch house and Monterey-inspired dwelling,
this shift in imagery was accompanied by a growing number of books and articles which were devoted
not only to the major buildings of Mexico, but increasingly to its smaller rural and urban houses.

The most important of the books were all published by architects who had visited Mexico and had
recorded their experiences almost exclusively via the camera. The British born, New York architect
Alfred C. Bossum, in his 1924 An Architectural Pilgrimage in Old Mexico, accompanied his
photographs with a brief text, and a few sketches.(10) A similar approach was carried out during the
following two years in Louis La Beaume's and William Booth Papin's The Picturesque Architecture of
Mexico (1925); in Atlee B. Ayres' Mexican Architecture: Domestic, Civil and Ecclesiastical (1926);
and in Garrett Van Pelt's Old Architecture of Southern Mexico (1926).(11)

While these volumes were all quarto in size and had large photographs, what they lacked were
drawings, and above all measured drawings. While America's Beaux Arts trained architects had
developed a remarkable ability to creatively use reproductions and photographs in the design process,
nothing could really replace the world of drawings. To address this problem two young architectural
draftsmen, George Richard Garrison and George W. Rustay, set out in 1925, and again in 1928 and
1929 to record a select number of examples of the "minor domestic architecture" of Mexico. They
divided their labors, with Garrison doing the photographs, and Rustay, the drawings.

Their approach was to fully record a select, limited number of individual buildings through a mixed
presentation of photographs, perspective drawings, elevations, floor plans, and details. Such an
approach would, they felt, make their projected book quite different from those previously published;



it would be a highly useful tool for architects designing Hispanic buildings, and the photographs and
drawings were engaging enough to be of interest to the lay public. Though the authors were obviously
attached to principle ". . . that the development of our architecture will continue to depend partially
upon a thorough knowledge of the buildings of former times. . . ," they presented this argument for
traditionalism via perspective drawings which were openly "modern" in style of deliniation.(12)

Following suit, the publisher packaged the volume in a modernist manner, employing a striking,
"primitive" textile pattern for the end sheets, and contemporary type faces for the cover and for the
pages of the book.

As a prelude to the publication of the book a small selection of Garrison and Rustay's photographs and
drawings were presented in the November, 1929, issue of the Architectural Record.(13) The book itself
was published the following year, certainly not the most auspicious moment with the deepening gloom
of the Great Depression clouding the scene. William P. Spratling, in reviewing the volume for
Architectural Forum in 1932, wrote, "The result is a significant work ... It is full of all sorts of things
not taught in architectural schools; ... It will be a vast surprise to all those urban architects trained in
the importance of the masters and the architecturally historic monuments."(14)

Spratling's poignant observations about what architects and others could gain from this book are
certainly as relevant for architects today, as they were when written some sixty years ago.
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FOUNDED in 1532 by order of the Audiencia Real, a new city known as Puebla was built where the
Sierra Madre Range slopes gently to the floor of the great valley, and at some distance south and west
from the Capital. Almost immediately it took its place as one of the most important centers of the
country, occasionally rivalling even the City of Mexico. Since the middle of the seventeenth century it
has been the home of Mexico's glazed tile industry and makes free use of the brilliant colored azulejos
in all classes of buildings. The casa de altas or two-story house predominates. Though structural walls
are almost always of stone they are frequently faced on the exterior with flat brick, either alone or
with glazed tile inserts, and laid up in herringbone and other ingenious patterns, usually in large
panels separated by stone belt courses and wide-spaced pilasters of stone. The bricks are usually
painted a light color with water paint. Many of the older houses present an appearance almost
medieval with their ponderous walls and heavy second floor patio corridors supported on arches
swung over massive stone corbels, relieved, however, by a free but excellent use of color and by an



occasional fig tree or the magenta blossoms of a bougainvillea whose broken shadows decorate the
wall and give a garden look of coolness.

































































BY the same decree which made Hernando Cortez Marquis of the Valley of Oaxaco, Charles the fifth
made a former Indian town with its newcome Castillian families a cuidad in 1529. The buildings of
Oaxaca, constructed to resist the frequent earthquakes common to the valley, are low and massive. In
the principal plaza the arches of the portales are unusually short and heavy. Cornices and mouldings
are simple, their projections slight, and their scale large. Of the houses, the one-story casa baja is the
most representative. A unique feature of many of these is the hooded door and window formed by
allowing beams imbedded in the wall to project beyond and form a shelter. Various forms may be
traced to the Spanish style called Mude-jar. The use cf wrought iron for grille and barandal is frequent
and of excellent workmanship. Often a light porton cf wood secures the privacy of the patio while the
great doors of the zaguan stand open through the day

























ORIGINALLY the capital city of an Indian province, Cuernavaca was one of thirty cities included in
the vast lands granted Cortez by the king of Spain. Located on protected southern slopes, the air is
notably soft, the climate semi-tropical. Beneath its winding stone paved streets rush numerous
mountain streams to water the gardens and orchards with which the town abounds. Along walks
shaded by mango trees and flowering orleanders the houses present their painted facades in the usual
unbroken line, but on the inside frequently abandon the patio for an open plan with generous corridors
which open on to high-walled old gardens. Free use is made of various shaped bricks for garden walls
and corridor railings. Although most of the houses are of mixed stone and mortar, some are of adobe
and all are plastered and painted. There is rarely a house but has at least one fountain and a myriad of
mesetas, each with its separate potted plant. The bougainvillea lends a note of vivid color where it
climbs about the house or spreads its blossoms at the top of some stately cedro.

































BUILT in the shadow of great mountains which rise precipitously behind them, the hillside houses of
Taxco look serenely down in turn on the crest and valley of many a lesser range. Torturous narrow
streets weave a crazy pattern among the red tile roofs. The whole scene is picturesque in the extreme.
Through four centuries this isolated place saw no wheeled vehicles. There are no sidewalks and the
steep pitched roads are cobble paved from side to side. Nicely adjusted to unusual sites, the little
houses are often planned on various levels. Some have their own walled yard or garden made possible
by buttressed retaining walls of stone. The patio plan rarely occurs and the isolated house is not
uncommon. Most of them are of adobe and, though well and strongly built, are distinguished by
unusual lightness. They are painted various colors but always in soft shades. Wide-spaced rafters carry
the roofs well beyond the walls and because of the frailness of these supports the weight of the tile
must often be carried by wooden braces to the wall. Floors are paved with brick, ceilings frequently
formed by light boards over wide-spaced beams. Tile in short lengths are used to build the graceful
citarillos which inclose the terraced gardens and rail the open corridors.

































































QUERETARO, a northerly town of the Aztec Empire, was captured by the Spanish in 1531. It is the
center of a great agricultural and grazing district, and has been from earliest colonial days one of the „
provincial cities of first importance: wealthy, cultured, and proud of her important role in the
romantic history of the Republic. This was the cradle of Mexican Independence, was the last refuge of
the Emperor Maximilian. Although boasting many great houses of importance, the casas bajas of the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries best typify the Queretaran house. Generally they are of a fine
grained limestone of the district, salmon pink in color. Each house fills its property to the sidewalk
and is planned about one or more patios of moderate size. The zaguan entrances on the street rise
almost to the ceiling, which may be as high as eighteen feet. Flat roofs are supported on heavy well-
cut beams, spanned by long bricks, which are exposed on the inside to form the ceiling. Floors are
paved with brick in various patterns, walls plastered and painted. Outside the windows are plainly
trimmed with cut stone, there is a simple cornice of moulded members and there may be an exposed
stone base. What sculpture or embellishment the house affords glorifies the entrance doorway.









































ROLLING wooded hills slope gently to a lake of unusual beauty. Along the shores and islands are
numerous old towns and villages rich in the legend and tradition of an age-old past. The metropolis for
all of these is the charming city of Patzcuaro which sprawls in a sunny hollow a mile beyond the lake.
Tranquil, remote, of all the picture cities of Mexico this is perhaps the rinconcito, the little jewel of
them all. Low tiled roofs are carried well beyond the walls to shelter the pedestrian against sun or rain.
Mainly the houses are of adobe. Stone for building has been scarce while wood has always been
abundant and much used for columns, balcony rails, and for the outside trim of doors and windows.
Inside they use a painted dado and at times a painted frieze. The conchas over interior doors and
windows are always very simple. Ceiling beams are often covered with thin boards instead of brick,
sometimes with shakes laid herringbone between them.





































































THROUGH the deep-cleft Canyon de Marfil, a mountain road winds up to Guanajuato. Famous as a
mining city, her fabulous shafts for centuries filled the coffers of the Spanish Crown, built private
fortunes, and enriched the church. Facing each other across the narrow gorge, time-scarred adobe
houses cling stubbornly along the crooked roads to where the bluffs rise barren and russet above a
fringe of nopal cactus. The streets themselves are tiny canyons a few feet wide, their climb often
broken by steep flights of steps. The floor of one house may be above the neighbor's roof. Entrance is
often from stoops unusually high, windows are smaller, fewer, doors less featured than in most
districts. Though void of any ornament, save the ever-present mesetas, the little painted houses with
their broken planes and interesting masses are remarkably effective. The patio when used is carried
high above the street on a terrace wall and opens to a prospect as striking and as picturesque as any in
all Mexico.





























THE house of the Marquesa de Uluapa is a house of the middle eighteenth century. Although it cannot
properly be called representative, it does reflect the elegant and extravagant life of the period, to
which it was no doubt ideally suited. Two centuries had passed since the days of the conquistadores,
vast fortunes had accumulated, and the noble families lived in a manner comparable to their European
cousins. Most of the private palaces were on a scale far grander than that of the Marquesa, though of
no more than equal pretension, and there were few so much adorned, perhaps because the dueiia of
this house was a lady. The entrance from the street is directly opposite the stairway. On the walls are
some famous examples of work in Iozo. Glazed tiles of the usual size are placed together to form large
panels, and done on them in various colors are portraits of people of importance and of the servants of
the house. The place is now occupied by several tenants, has suffered much from recent new
construction, and in the rooms especially lacks most of its former grandeur.
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